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Jose D. Lina Jr, better known as Joey Lina, offered 22 years of his life to exceptional, effective and unblemished

service as a leader in government before continuing in the people's service from his private sector post as

President of The Manila Hotel, a national heritage hotel.

While maintaining this top post for eleven years, and proving himself equally effective as a business executive,

Joey Lina continues to reach out to the Filipino people as program host of two highly informative award-winning

weekend teleradyo programs on DZMM - ABS-CBN: Sagot Ko Yan! and Magpayo Nga Kayo! He also writes a

weekly column entitled Finding Answers in the national newspaper The Manila Bulletin. Through his multi-media

involvement, he continually provides insightful and informative views on current issues of governance and

development, drawing from his deep and varied experiences as a leader in the street parliament, the executive

and legislative branches of government, and as business leader.

With his outstanding public service record as two-term Senator, Secretary of the Department of Interior and

Local Government, Chairman of the Dangerous Drugs Board and the National Police Commission, multi-

awarded two-term Governor of the Province of Laguna, and Governor of Metro-Manila and General Manager of

the then Metro-Manila Commission (now the Metro-Manila Development Authority), Joey Lina is also a popular

motivational and inspirational speaker in his areas of expertise in good governance, servant leadership, local

government, housing and resettlement (the Lina Law), and mobilization of people's organizations.

A multi-faceted man, Joey Lina continues his involvement in grassroots sports development as president of the

Laguna Football Association and Member of the Board of Governors of the Philippine Football Federation. His

popular tenor voice garners him many invitations to take part in fund raising concerts for worthy causes,

previously as a member of the highly regarded "Three Tenors".

Born December 22, 1951 in Barrio Masapang, Victoria, Laguna, the fourth of 12 children of a public school

teacher and a simple housewife, Joey Lina rose to the ranks of our nation's young leaders of EDSA I. Now 31

years later, he still counts among those recognized as national leaders of integrity and honesty.

Married to Loretta de Jesus-Atienza, the couple raised six children, five of whom are now working professionals,

with the youngest entering college. They continue to maintain a simple lifestyle.


